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Force makes things move or, more accurately, makes things change their motion. Two natural
forces that we have experienced are the force of gravity and magnetic forces magnetic forces.
These two forces act at a distance and do not require .
Motion is any kind of movement. Motion is caused by forces.A still or stationary object does
not move unless a force acts on it to start it going. Once it is moving it carries on at the same
speed in a straight line unless a force makes it speed up, change direction or slow down and
stop. Lesson Physical Science – Forces and Motion H. Turngren, Minnesota Literacy Council,
p.4 GED Science Curriculum SCIENCE Students may request to use calculators for Activity
2. If at all possible, have them try to do the speed and velocity problems without the use of a
calculator. Forces and Motion (Science Fact Files) [Peter Lafferty, Alex Pang] on
esgrimaperezghersi.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Forces and Motion is part of
the Fact Files series that aims to bring readers a wide range of up-to-date informationAuthor:
Peter Lafferty. In order to really understand motion, you have to think about forces,
acceleration, energy, work, and mass. These are all a part of mechanics. Or search the sites for
a specific topic. Force and motion are fundamental to all matter in the universe and are integral
parts of our daily lives. A force is anything that can push or pull an object. Forces influence
objects that are at rest or that are already in motion.
Force and motion Science teaching unit. Disclaimer The Department for Children, Schools and
Families Force and motion DVD-EN Force and motion Background and through calculation)
and to make the links between different kinds of motion and forces acting. Forces of Nature
Forces are a big part of physics. Physicists devote a lot of time to the study of forces that are
found everywhere in the universe. The forces could be big, such as the pull of a .
Motions, Forces, & Time. Acceleration. Acceleration.
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